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Silhouette® Shadings Save $246^

Luminette® Privacy Sheers Save $419^

Perfect for sliding doors and large windows, the vertical 

rotating vanes of Luminette Privacy Sheers (cover and 

above left) combine the timeless beauty of a sheer 

curtain with superior light and privacy control of a blind.

Our exclusive Pirouette Shadings far (right) with soft 

three-dimensional fabric vanes combine poised precision 

and elegant light control to transform any room.

With their signature S-vanes that float between sheers, 

Silhouette Shadings (above right and right) offer daytime 

privacy, whilst softly diffusing harsh sunlight.

Offering the ultimate in light control & UV protection, 
the Softshades Collection features a range of 
innovative, light diffusing sheers and shadings.

Transform your home
with the Luxaflex 
Softshades Collection
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Pirouette® Shadings Save $415^
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Get set for summer with Luxaflex Awnings

Evo Awnings Save $481^

Providing the ultimate in style and functionality, Evo Awnings represent the latest in Australian design 
excellence. With six models to choose from, the Evo range offers a diverse array of shading solutions. The 
sleek Evo STC Awning (above) offers privacy, UV protection, as well as heat and light control. To discover how 
Evo Awnings can reduce your cooling costs by up to 60%* visit luxaflex.com.au.

The Luxaflex collection of Contemporary and Timeless Awnings  
is designed to complement any outdoor area. 

Como Awnings Save $2,096^

System 2000 Awnings Save $319^ Ventura Awnings Save $1,072^
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Roller Blinds Save $67^

PolySatin® Shutters Save $439^

# 20% discount off Manufacturer’s List Price. Excludes installation and motorisation. Not available in conjunction with any other offer. Offer starts on 13/09/2019 and ends on 29/10/2019. Conditions apply, see in-store or visit luxaflex.com.au 
for details. ^ Prices shown are based on the average size in basic fabrics, finishes and standard operation. * Results based on a single storey, brick veneer home on a concrete slab using ducted air conditioning and equally distributed windows 
with Evo Awnings installed with Canvas fabric. Based on independent modelling conducted by White Box Technologies in conjunction with Peter Lyons & Associates June 2013. ‡ Conditions apply. Visit luxaflex.com.au for Warranty details. 
Luxaflex® PolySatin® Shutters have a 20 year warranty. A five year warranty applies to Shutter hardware and motorisation. ® Registered Trade Marks of Hunter Douglas. © Copyright 2019 Hunter Douglas Limited [ABN 98 009 675 709]. 08/2019 

Our PolySatin Shutters feature an advanced polyresin compound designed for durability. 
Impervious to moisture, they are perfect for high humidity areas such as bathrooms and laundries. 

Understated elegance
with Luxaflex PolySatin Shutters Quality 

guaranteed
with Luxaflex 
Roller Blinds

AS SEEN ON

This go-to classic is elevated by 
combining sophisticated technology 
with a variety of the finest fabrics, 
ranging from blockout to a light filtering 
sheer. Manufactured to the highest 
quality standards and assembled 
by our experienced Australian team, 
you can fully customise your Luxaflex 
Roller Blinds to suit your style, light 

and privacy requirements.

Luminette® Privacy Sheers, Silhouette® Shadings, Pirouette® Shadings, PolySatin® Shutters, Evo 
Awnings (excludes Evo MagnaTrack Awnings), Folding Arm Awnings (includes Ventura Awnings, Como 
Awnings, Garda Awnings, Ventura Terrace Awnings, Nisse Awnings), Timeless Awnings, Roller Blinds. 20%
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NEW
RELEASE

A new era in awnings has arrived
with Evo MagnaTrack Awnings
The patented design of the Evo MagnaTrack Awning harnesses the power of Rare Earth Neodymium Magnets within 
the side channels to hold the fabric in place, providing a smooth flat finish with unparalleled strength allowing it to be left 
down in windy conditions. The MagnaTrack Awning is the only straight drop awning system in Australia that has a self 
correcting feature which allows the fabric skin to effortlessly return into the channel should it ever become dislodged - 
eliminating costly service calls. Engineered and tested in Australia to handle our diverse and unforgiving conditions        
- the Luxaflex Evo MagnaTrack Awning is the most technologically advanced awning available on the market.     

Luxaflex Window Fashions
visit luxaflex.com.au
to arrange your free in-home consultation


